Discovering the Adult Baby in you - the joys, the struggles, the highs and the lows.

Need something else to read?
“We all have a tale to tell about how we started wearing nappies (or diapers!) and
each tale is different. There are varying themes, but there is the one consistent one
that nappies ‘called to us’ when we were young, and that attraction grew to become
a ‘siren call’ in later years. We were helpless in the embrace of that cloth nappy or
plastic disposable that for reasons we didn’t understand – and maybe never did –
drew us to wear and wet them.
For some, it was part of wanting to become a baby again and for others, a response
to extended bedwetting. For others still, it was just the nappy; just the feel of its
comfort and security that led us to wear them.
As children, these feelings are tough to handle, never-mind understand. Most adults
don’t understand what we are going through and most react badly… or worse.”
ABDiscovery is proud to announce a new book:

Fear and Joy: A life in and out of nappies

Getting my nappy changed on the way home!
This 60,000 word, illustrated book is the story of one UK boy growing up in the 70s
and 80s as a late bedwetter whose attraction to nappies has remained with him up
until this day.

There is an immense value in reading the stories of how other people grew up and
managed their nappy/diaper attraction and the events and people that were part of
it.
Check out the link above. The book is available in PDF, Kindle or Paperback versions.
$4.75
Rosalie and Michael

SURVEYS 2018
Our six surveys have been incredibly popular and the results are now available to be
downloaded by you to check out. Just click here for the zip file of all six surveys.
JOY OF BEDWETTING
The very popular book – The Joy of Bedwetting – has an updated collection of wet bed
photos that is available as a companion volume to the book. Check here for more
information.

Remember to tell all your friends about AB Discovery.
Talk about us on forums, Facebook and other ABDL
groups. Or just email us at abdiscovery@adam.com.au
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